2005 dodge magnum fuel pump

For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and
backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver
outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part.
Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit.
Shop Dodge Magnum Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results.
Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a
reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient
performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment
equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge
Crown Automotive is the go-to company for premium quality factory replacement parts for
Jeeps manufactured as far back as Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow,
DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to
your en Nov 09, Byron Fuller. Purchased on Oct 25, Oct 21, Edward Topple. Purchased on Oct
13, Feb 13, I will give it a 5 star,it was just as OE,part work with no problems will use product
again Thanks. Purchased on Feb 13, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. It can be a
stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive professionals break
down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start.
Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended safety procedures.
Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is
the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Search our online fuel pump
catalog and find the lowest priced discount auto parts on the web. We sell wholesale to the
public. We specialize in a wide-variety of high-quality car parts and accessories for your car,
truck or SUV. Call toll free to order or place your order online via our secure checkout system.
Our online parts catalog uses real-time inventory, so you can be assured the parts you buy are
in stock at the time of ordering. Most orders are shipped the same day. They are available for
the following Dodge Magnum years: , , , , 08, 07, 06, This part is also sometimes called Dodge
Magnum Gas Pumps. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Replacement Electric Fuel Pump. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. API Fuel
Pump. Product SKU: Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Product Note: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel
tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of
contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before
installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of
OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into
every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years.
Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty
float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge
reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due
to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application. Carter PM Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump
Assemblies are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing
and testing procedures. Most applications include the necessary accessories such as tank
seals, patented high-gradient density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor design
provides resistance to corrosive fuel blends and additives. Product Note: Chrysler Except 6.
Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Image is not vehicle specific. Product
SKU: W Features: Carter Mechanical Fuel Pumps feature precision castings and rockers help
ensure a long life. Advanced polymer pump diaphragms help ensure consistent performance in
multiple fuel blends. A new fuel filter is recommended when replacing pump. Carter Fuel
Systems Mechanical Fuel Pumps are designed to meet or exceed OE requirements, and many of
these units have high capacity along with good vapor handling characteristics. Features:
Gasket Included Airtex mechanical fuel pumps are designed to meet or exceed OEM
specifications for fit and performance. Precision castings and hardened rockers help ensure a
long life. A new fuel filter is recommended when replacing. Read more reviews. Catalog: E.
Vehicle Engine Dodge Magnum. Catalog: B. Catalog: P. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and
all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches

OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load
on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part
is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application Position of Product: Left
Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: K. Shipping Options:
Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Dodge Magnum. Catalog: F. Catalog: A.
Vehicle Dodge Magnum. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: N. See the Back button â€” blue bar at
the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? After filling tank at gas
station, engine completely stopped while turning out of station. Had to shift to neutral and
restart, narrowly avoiding an accident. This is a recurring problem and always manifests itself
after refuling, or soon after. The problem is a faulty vent valve that cannot be replaced separate
from entire tank. Numerous others have this problem yet the manufacturer refuses to issue a
recall. Add Complaint. After I fill up the fuel tank with gas, the vehicle stops running. This
usually happens times after filling up. It will die at low speeds or idle at a stop light and has
even died while driving down the road once in the middle of a roundabout this seems to. Be a
very common problem for these vehicles with the 5. I recently purchased this vehicle used after
experiencing this issue, did a little digging and found out this a very common problem. This is
obviously a hazard and I am wondering if there is a recall in place for this issue. The contact
owns a Dodge Magnum. After refueling, the vehicle stalled. The contact was able to restart the
vehicle. The failure recurred on numerous occasions. The vehicle was not diagnosed or
repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 76, Strong
gasoline smell kept getting worse in passenger compartment over the last few weeks while
driving and when vehicle was parked. Internet search lead to investigation of fuel pumps under
rear passenger seat. Rear seat was removed and a puddle of gasoline was visibly present
directly under passenger rear seat. It appears fuel pump leaking is due to crack on fuel pump
nipple. I allow this information to be shared to the public. The fuel pump is located directly
under the passenger side back seat. It has a leak, and my car has been smeeling like gas for a
month now without my knowledge. I finally took it to a mechanic and there was a poddle of gas
under the seat where the nipple on the fuel pump broke. Not to mention my battery in the trunk,
well the wires cross right over the fuel pump. This is not safe at all. These items should be
nowhere near each other. Now there is a strong fuel smell as well when I fill up tank. Thank you
Chrysler for not covering my model in the gas tank recall for faulty vent valves. All LX Chrysler
have this problem. I already replaced a fuel pump seal, charcoal canister, nvld valve and purge
valve. No help. This needs the tank recall or someone may die. While driving approximately 30
mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle restarted after a few attempts. The vehicle
was taken to an independent mechanic, but was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 72, The contact stated that while driving at
approximately 30 mph, the engine stalled without warning. The vehicle did restart. The vehicle
was taken to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the fuel tank failed and
needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of
the failure. The failure mileage was approximately 62, I have had an ongoing problem with my
Dodge Magnum rt 5. After filling up the gas tank, the vehicle will shut down during driving many
times before finally going again. All power including the power steering goes. I didn't relate the
problem at first with fueling, this has been happening for a few years. I took it to the Dodge
dealer a few years ago, and had the PCM, and other parts replaced, stalled on the way home.
Nothing has worked so far. This seems to be an ongoing problem with these vehicles. I don't
even trust it to drive on the highway, and I don't like even putting my grandchildren in the car,
because you never know, it could stall anywhere, I planned on keeping this car for a long time I
still have very low miles on it. Dodge needs to do something about this. I haven't seen any
recalls on this, but I have seen some people have had the fuel tank replaced stating it is the
rollover valve. Just because these cars are older doesn't mean we have to give them up. Dodge
please help! After filling up my car with gas on numerous occasions, it stalls out. I have almost
been hit in the rear by another car. It stalls at slow speeds as well as on the highway and I lose
my power steering and brakes. I have to put it in neutral real quick and restart if possible. Very
dangerous! Chrysler is very aware of their fuel tank lifetime warranty for past two years. My
vehicle has been sitting in dealership for 10 weeks due to stalling after getting gas in an
oncoming intersection. They are not sending the parts and keep giving us the run around. They
keep giving us a case manger number that never answers. I guess we are to drive into incoming
traffic again and hope for the best. I think its time that this becomes a mandatory recall rather
sending out false letters that the problem will be fixed. I am sure we are not the only ones
getting the run around or have been almost hit because our cars will not go. Engine stalls after
filling fuel tank. Called service dept. Was told this is a known problem which requires
replacement of the fuel tank. Service advisor offered to put me on the list, which I agreed to, and

then stated there are 10 people on the list, then said they haven't done one of those for about a
year. Sounds like the tank vendor is not supplying the dealer with enough tanks, or delaying the
shipment of replacement tanks. The stalling problem is the subject of many NHTSA complaints
and matter was "resolved" by extending warranty on the tank to lifetime warranty, but this
doesn't help if the vehicle owner has to wait for years for the dealer to get a replacement tank.
After filling fuel tank and driving away from station car completely loses power and stalls out. I
refuel and top off in a normal fashion, by stopping pump at first cut off. This happens about 1 in
10 times I refuel. No check engine lights and I have replaced, purge valve, charcoal canister, and
vaccum leak valve. When it quits, I have to restart, which it does, but even when the engine
does not stop completely, it always shudders for a few seconds after filling. There as a recall on
these vehicles, but only for 5. The problem is the rollover valve. Chrysler replaced the tanks on
the 5. This is a patterrn failure and a safety item. The car shuts down to a crawl. Can't get any
codes from it. First time it happened was on the highway pulled to the side of the road and
restarted ran fine for the rest of the day. Getting worst every since now sitting in the driveway
no codes afraid to put the family in it. Engine stalls and cuts out while driving. I have owned this
car since new and it has had this issue since the warranty expired. Basically when you fill the
car up it will stall until you get the gas level down to a certain point. This has now happened
again on the way back from Florida with my son driving. He filling the car up to the point where
the pump clicks off. I think driving a car on the freeway at 70 miles an hour with this stalling is a
big issue. Car stalls going around corners. All within past year. Takata recall. The contact
noticed a strong odor of fuel fumes and the presence of a leak under the front of the vehicle that
progressed without warning. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic for routine
maintenance who noticed a crack in the fuel tank. The mechanic diagnosed that the fuel tank
assembly needed to be replaced. The vehicle was also included in NHTSA campaign numbers:
15V air bags and 14V air bags and had not been notified of the safety recalls. The failure mileage
was not available. Parts distribution disconnect. The contact stated that while driving at 35 mph,
the vehicle stalled without warning. In addition, the contact stated that the fuel tank gauge
increased and decreased independently. The failure mileage was , I believe my cars has a
problem with the gas tank. On Friday September 11 , we drove the car and it had gas at the time,
suddenly the car just turned off on the street. On my gas meter or gage is always reading it on
empty when it has fuel. It's also smelling like gasoline now. We bought the car from a used car
dealer and it's still being financed. How can I know if it's a manufacture problem, I did some
research and it happened to say that this gas problem happens to the Dodge Magnum , if it's a
manufacture problem do I call the Dodge dealer and will it be fixed by them. I have two children,
I can't drive a vehicle that is not safe. What options do I have. The vehicle also has an air bag
recall, which the dealer has not fixed because they don't have the parts it's been over 3 weeks
since we received the safety recall notice by mail. When you fill the gas tank the engine will stall
several times until the gas level lowers. After the stall the engine will restart after several
attempts. Very dangerous if on freeway or no spot to pull over. I bought the car new in This
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delayed. All rights reserved. Store Home. Fuel Pump. Door handles. Blower Motor Fan. Blower
Motor Resistor. Shocks Struts. Wheel hub bearing. Power Window Switch. Window Regulator.
Oxygen Sensor. Mass Air Flow Sensors. Wheel lug nuts. Windshield Wiper Motor. Secondary
Air Injection Pump. Transfer Case Shift Motor. Running Board Motor. Air Diesel Heater. Trailer
Adapter. LED headlight Assembly. Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump. Engine Mount. Bumper Lip
Splitter. Catalytic Converter. Car Carburetor. Heater Control Valve. Steering Rack. Strut Tie Bar.
Light Bar Mount Bracket. Hydraulic Hand Brake. ATV Brake Caliper. Tire Inflator Air Pump.
License Plate Frame. Ignition Coil. Rear View Camera. Fits Chevrolet Suburban 5. USD Fits Ford
F 5. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact
the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost
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Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Injector Retaining
Bracket. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump Relay Connector. Fuel Pump
Tank Seal. Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly. Fuel Sending Unit. Fuel Sending Unit Gasket. Fuel
Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Sender Assembly. Fuel Tank Strap. Fuel Transfer Pump. Fuel Transfer
Tank Pump. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate
Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection.
Tools and Hardware. Brute Power. Spectra Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. Brock
Fuel Pump Assembly - Left. Click to Enlarge. Notes: Chrysler Except 6. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. Brock Fuel Pump Assembly - Right. API Fuel Pump. Delphi Fuel Pump - Left.
Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Notes: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the
leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement
pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank
cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's
top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive
portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and
all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches
OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load
on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part
is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Delphi Fuel Transfer Pump Right. Notes: Fuel Transfer Unit -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature
fuel pump failure. Meets or exceeds OE resistance requirements Transfers fuel within the tank
Does not include primary fuel pump Meets or exceeds OE delivery requirements. Image is not

vehicle specific. Product List Price:. Product Remark: Fuel Transfer Unit. Carter Fuel Pump Left. Carter PM Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump
Assemblies are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing
and testing procedures. Most applications include the necessary accessories such as tank
seals, patented high-gradient density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor design
provides resistance to corrosive fuel blends and additives. Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Airtex Fuel Pump - Left. Autobest Fuel Pump - Left. Autobest FA Fuel Pump.
Notes: Electric Fuel Pump Module -- 19 gallon fuel tank. Mopar W Fuel Pump Assembly. Brute
Power Fuel Pump. Spectra Premium Fuel Pump - Left. Spectra Premium SPM. January 2nd,
Posted by Saved a hundred bucks over local parts store. Catalog: K. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine
Dodge Magnum. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE
standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees
correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application Position: Left Condition: New Position s Left Shipping
Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Vehicle Dodge Magnum. Catalog: Q.
Catalog: T. Catalog: N. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Dodge Magnum Fuel Pump. Select your
vehicl
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e year. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel
Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Dodge Magnum Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 17
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Part Number: AF Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Nov 09,
Byron Fuller. Purchased on Oct 25, Oct 21, Edward Topple. Purchased on Oct 13, Jun 07,
Perfect fit great delivery time perfect transaction Thanks Carparts. Kelly Mangum. Purchased on
May 23, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. You might be surprised to find out how
many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting. And consult the previous article in
this series regarding fuel pump symptoms to understand how both continuous and returnless
fuel systems. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

